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Sutter's observations about the moral implications of the concept of hybridity are particularly perceptive. Indeed, once the line between human actors and nature is blurred, the concept of responsibility for the environment seems to lose its force and vitality. How can environmental historians draw moral lessons from their stories if humankind, together with all other organisms on this planet, is entangled in a complex web of mutual dependencies, exchanges, and movements?
The epistemological dilemma at the core of Sutter's essay is, to a large extent, an American dilemma. From a Tocquevillian (detached, non-U.S.) standpoint, American environmental historians' achievements over two generations are truly amazing. Their research has branched out in many directions, often through the adoption of insights from other disciplines. Americans are the inventors of the field of environmental history as it is known today. They are the creators of powerful narratives that demonstrate how human activity and production have dominated and destroyed the natural world, and they have complicated these narratives in very imaginative ways. Both the declensionist plot (the story of the destruction of "pure nature") and the more recent and sophisticated "hybrid stories" (with nature as a persistent force in humanized settings) appear to be very American; in other parts of the world there has been less interest in "unoccupied" spaces, with research focused instead on dense settlements and scarce resources, and with environmental history writing being less reflexive and more empirical. The dilemma of hybridity is rooted in the awareness of a tension between the desire to draw lessons from stories and the insight that the stories have become so complex that lessons can no longer be drawn. There is an irony in this development: the more environmental historians understand, the less confident they become in providing advice and orientation.
2 Hybridity seems to paralyze scholars, but it can also set them free if they are ready to move between two epistemological worlds: one in which humans are drivers and one in which humans are driven by nonhuman movements. Environmental historians' mind-sets and the cultural priorities they establish have had and will continue to have an enormous impact on what the world looks like. This insight will sometimes (but not always) keep environmental historians from repeating past mistakes, and it will help them maintain a dialogue with other historians. They must accept that there is no clear line between nature and culture, but they must not abandon the distinction altogether. They lose their identity as humanities scholars and their ability to talk to the public in a meaningful way if they pretend that human interests and the wingbeat of a butterfly are the same. Instead, environmental historians need to make sure that the difference between nature and culture will be "aufgehoben" in the entangled Hegelian triple sense: "cancelled," "retained," and "elevated." 3 Does U.S. environmental history need another turn to overcome the paralysis of hybridity? If its practitioners feel, as Sutter suggests, that there is an "urgency" to apply their insights to a larger cause, U.S. environmental history should consider a comparative, a connective, and a praxis turn. American environmental history is uniquely fitted to a comparative approach because it already covers all climate zones and offers a wide range of conceptual points of contact. Comparing and connecting U.S. case studies with those from other parts of the world would put individual episodes into new perspective. A comparison, for instance, of the role of the public and of the environmental and health impacts of BP's Deepwater Horizon oil spill and the dumping of Agent Orange by the U.S. military during the Vietnam War will reveal similarities but also vast differences in terms of scale and urgency. Connecting will help environmental historians overcome the episodic character of their case studies, direct them toward "big history," and reveal environmental and social concerns that affect the planet. In terms of praxis, environmental historians should not shy away from working with practitioners, planners, and policy makers. Disaster relief organizations, insurance companies, foresters, park rangers, landscape architects, hydrologists, climatologists, and many others are open to working with environmental historians, and they can inspire historians to address cultural challenges that are directly relevant to work in the field or in the laboratory. 4 Environmental history, in its broadest form, can integrate multiple natures-winds and earthquakes, microbes and landscapes, tar sands, and the sea-the whole network of life plus the minds and actions of humans. From this perspective, environmental history is not just a subdiscipline of history; it is an überdiscipline that lends meaning to findings from 2 In Europe, for example, there has been a lot of interest in urban history, historical climatology, and natural catastrophes. See Cieter Schott, Bill Luckin, and Geneviève Massard-Guilbaud, eds., Resources of the City: Contributions to an Environmental History of Modern Europe (Burlington, 2005) natural science and to cultural developments. The strength of the field becomes evident when its approach is compared with those of the disciplines that have become leading sciences in today's world. Most of them rely increasingly on models and simulations: their research is problem-oriented and they provide clear solutions. These solutions, however, are possible only through the exclusion of real-life contexts and through the reduction of humans to chess pieces with a limited set of moves at their disposal. Economists, long the chief policy advisers across the globe, are a case in point. Their models have notoriously externalized ecological dynamics. By contrast, the concept of environmental history is inclusive and, indeed, potentially subversive. Ecology teaches that everything in the worldfrom bacteria to reptiles to air-is interconnected. At the same time, an understanding of human intention and action reveals that environmental historians' manipulations are powerful factors that shape ecosystems, livelihoods, and future generations.
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An example comes from the current understanding that drilling for oil in Siberia during the late 1960s had long-term effects. The process destroyed animal breeding grounds in the Arctic region; wastewater runoff from drilling upset the balance of aquatic habitats; and the disposal of the contaminated sludge by-product caused cancer in humans. At the same time, drilling made economic and political sense for the Soviet Union: it helped sustain imperial power in the wake of the Prague spring, and it improved roads, education, and living standards in Siberia. Such an überdisciplinary view helps environmental historians criticize those who claim that they can take something out of the earth without consequences on multiple levels, some unforeseeable. It also teaches that the fate of future generations and of humanity as a whole lies, to a large degree, in the hands of a few people who have the authority to define risk. With the benefit of hindsight, historians can draw lessons from the Siberian case and from many more. They can learn not just simplistic conservationist lessons but ones drawn from the human and nonhuman voices that were suppressed, from livelihoods that were ignored, and from unintended consequences that disturbed cultures and ecologies. The conclusions will never be quite as clear as in propositional logic, but they will serve to remind that changes in ecological systems will cause changes in social, economic, and political systems, and vice versa. Historians can identify critical junctures in history, and they can put up signposts that demonstrate where human decisions have taken societies and ecologies in the past, and where they might lead in the future. 6 U.S. environmental history is strong. It will gain even more strength and relevance through new liaisons and alliances. With an origin story that is rooted in environmental awareness and social concern, and with a deep sense of connection between humans and other actors on the planet, U.S. environmental historians have the potential to translate their insights across borders and across disciplines. Perhaps the wisdom of one of the great American nature writers, Henry David Thoreau, supplies a compass for negotiating the 
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